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The collection of Mormon Missionary Diaries at the L Tom Perry Special Collections at Brigham Young University is a very difficult collection 

to search and find materials as there are three different databases that each have different information. My project was bringing these three 

different databases together and transferring the metadata into a one new database.

• The bibliography which was originally 

made in the 1970’s. 

• Incomplete record as it had very little 

metadata as it excluded information

• Very limited as it is not accessible to 

consumer

• Only one copy for Staff

• Not been updated in several years. 
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• Database Includes descriptions of ALL 

manuscript collections in Special 

Collections, 

• Is difficult to tell if you have found 

everything, and often you get false 

inaccurate results.

• Metadata here is also incomplete.as it 

does not match the whole collection

• In 2005 the Special Collections 

decided to digitize the collection.

• Allowed consumers to search by 

writer, mission name, and 

geographical area

• However only a select number of 

diaries from the collection were 

actually digitized

• Caused confusion for consumers as 

they didn’t know the entirety of the 

diaries.

• I collected the metadata on an Excel sheet in 

these categories : Call Number, Title Creator, 

Creation Dates, Description, Region, Mission 

Name, Mission Dates, Manuscript Collection 

Link, and Digital Collection Link. 

• We decided collecting this metadata would be 

best when consumers search the database.

• We choose Excel as it would be the easiest to 

transfer over to a database.

• Attempts have been made to solve this 

problem unfortunately the results have been 

incomplete.

• I tried to bridge the whole gap and make the 

whole collection fully accessible.

• For the staff this will ease their burden of 

having to look at several finding aids in order 

to find a certain piece of material.

• This project will be a success when the staff 

use this database and then start 

recommending it to consumers

• In addition the project will be a success if the 

database is used as a template to solve 

similar problems.
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